Introduction.
It follows from G odel completeness theorem that the set of all tautologies of the classical (Boolean) predicate logic (denote this set by TAUT Bool8 ) is recursively enumerable, i. e. 1 and it is known that it is 1 -complete. Tautologies are formulas true in all models and it is crucial that both nite and in nite models are considered. Finite model theory ( ourishing due to its obvious relevance for databases) uses the language of classical logic but admits only nite models. See 3] . Let fTAUT Bool8 be the set of all formulas true in all nite models. Clearly, TAUT Bool8 fTAUT Bool8 . Trakhtenbrot proved as early as in 1950 7] that the set fTAUT Bool8 is not recursively enumerable (hence not recursively axiomatizable); moreover, the set is 1 -complete. Due to the properties of classical negation it follows that the set fSAT Bool8 of all formulas true at least in one nite model is 1 -complete. The fact that there is no recursive axiomatic system complete for tautologies of nite model theory means that deductive methods have only limited importance for database theory.
Fuzzy logic generalizes Boolean logic by introducing more than two truth values; typically the real unit interval 0; 1] serves as the ordered set of truth values (truth degrees). Let us stress that fuzzy logic can be developed rather far in the style of mathematical logic (see 2, 1]). On the other hand, there is a research in fuzzy databases 6]. Thus whether and in which form Trakhtenbrot theorem generalizes to fuzzy logic appears to be very natural. To answer this question is the main purpose of this paper. We shall investigate three important fuzzy predicate calculi having 0; 1] for their truth set -Lukasiewicz predicate logic L8, G odel predicate logic G8 and product predicate logic 8. Let 
Preliminaries:
The reader is assumed to be familiar with basic properties of recursive sets (of natural numbers, words etc.), recursive relations and recursive functions. A set A is 1 (or recursively enumerable) if there is a binary recursive relation R such that
A is 1 if there is a binary recursive relation R such that A = fnj(8m)R(m; n)g: Similarly, A is 2 if for some ternary recursive relation R, A = fnj(9m)(8b)R(m; k; n)g etc. A is 1 -complete if it is 1 and each 1 -set B is recursively reducible to A, i. e. for some recursive function f, B = fnjf(n) 2 Ag:
Similarly for 1 -complete etc. A set is 1 if it is both 1 and 1 . Recall that 1 sets are exactly all recursive sets. See 5] for more information. We also assume that the reader knows basic notion of the theory of computational complexity, i. e. what it means that a set is in P (recognized by a deterministic Turing machine running in polynomial time) or in NP ( nondeterministic Turing machine ). Here we deal with polynomial reducibility and NP-completeness as well as co-NP-completeness. The corresponding propositional logic has formulas built from propositional variable, the constant 0 and connectives &; !. Negation, the min-conjunction and the max-disjunction are de ned as follows:
Each evaluation e of propositional variables by elements of (0; 1) extends uniquely to the evaluation e C (') of each formula ' using the truth function of C (e being L; G; ).
TAUT C is the set of all ' such that e C (') = 1 for at least one e.
Fact: For C being L; G; ; TAUT C is co-NP complete and SAT C is NP -complete.
(See 1] for details.)
The predicate calculus C8 has a language consisting of predicates (each having a positive natural arity). (Here we disregard object constants.)
Atomic formulas have the form P(x 1 ; : : : ; x n ) where P is an n-ary predicate and Proof obvious by induction on ' observing that on a nite domain 8 reduces to a nite^-conjunction and analogously 9; v.
Note that '
;n is a recursive function of ' and n, the language P 1 ; : : :; P k being given.
The results
Lemma. For Thus the complete sets on the left hand side are recursively reducible to the corresponding sets on the right hand side showing their respective completeness.
For C = L we must do more work. Let Crisp(P i ) be the formula (8x)(P(x)_:P(x)). It is easy to show that ' 2 fSAT For fTAUT L8 we proceed as follows (using a method of Ragaz, cf. 1] 6.3.6 -6.3.9.:
for each closed , 2 fSAT to assume that is classical in the sense that the only connectives used are^; _; :.
Thus for each classical ',
